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THE STRUGGLE FOR EXISTENCE

In the small space which is at our disposal, it

Is, of course. Impossibie to deal with this subject

in as comprehensive or detailed a manner as could

be desired. The nost, indeed, that can be done
is to sketch a broad outline. It will be our en-

deavor throughout to avoid, as far as pos.sIble.

technical terms and phraseology while, at the same
time, keeping as near as possible in line with the

known scientific facts of evolution.

Struggle for Existence.

The history of the human race may be consid-

ered as the history of a struggle for existence. In

using the words "history of the human race." we
refer to what may be termed the real or funda-

mental history of the human race. The "his-

tories," or so-called histories, with which most of

us are more or less acquainted, by reason of our
school-book lessons, can not be seriously consid-

ered by a student. We find, therein. In fact, noth-

ing or next to nothing of real importance . These
records of wars, great men, kings, queens, emper-
ors, etc., do not In any sense make up the history

of humanity. They can, at best, be regaided as

affording us but mon^entary glances into the life

of society—Interesting to a certain extent, perhaps,
but in reality of very little importar.ce to us, as
workers.
What is it then, that gives us the real story of

the progress of the human rac3? This real history,
as i before said Is that of a struggle for exis-

tence—or, in other words, of a struggle to get
those things which would enable us to live. The
first thing necessary to support human life Is food.
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Man Is an animal. He must eat to live. Cut him
off from a food sui)[)ly and he dies. The struggle
for existence was, and even now Is. therefore, pri-
marily a struggle to get something to eat; al-
though. In a larger sense, it may be said to have
lieen and to be a struggle to obtain as large a por-
tion as possible of the whole of whatever is
produced.

It is not my intention in this little work to go
very far back into the history of the human race
to endeavor to trace the descent of man, or to
inquire into our relationship with the other mem-
bers of the animal kingdom. Scientists, who
have studiW the question, are. It appears, al-
most unanimously of opinion that the human ani-
mal is merely a highly developed type, verv closely
related to ether advanced types. An inquiry Into
this, however, does not come within our province
at the present time.
The struggle for existence has been already pre-

sented as a struggle for the primary necessity of
lire—for food. Now food does not come to man
without effort. We must go and find, procure or
produce our food before we can er.t. The sam°
with clothing and shelter and all the marv thingswo human animals need. They. too. have to bemade or pn uced. The struggle for existence
IS therefore a struggle to produce—using theword produce In a sense of get, or obtain. Theproblem the human race have had* to solve is.
It follows, in the first niace a problem of produc-

Now it will be readily acknowledged that to-
«lay society, or, to be more correct, the worMns
r .8 can and do produce all that is required to
satisfy their material needs. This is possible be-cause of the vast and wonderful machinerv ofproduction (for production, as you will readilv
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w»ii limited.

written Ian-

V which they
iH. and such

see, depends upon tools or machines) which we
have • ow. To understand how the problem of

tToduction has been solved we must briefly i

view Ihe history of human development.

Hunting Animals.

Our savage auceHtors were primarily a hutitluK
people. They had no civilization, as we under-
stand the word. Their mentality
Then iools wore crude. They had .

i^uage. They lived on fish and g •;

procured with rude hunting wea.
edible roots and berrie? as they could find. Their
dwellings were caves and tree tojis. The most
Importar.t things to these hunting tribes were
their hunting weapons. The first thing neces-
sary to improve t*^eir conditi(n. to make them
more se^'ure. to enable them to get a living eas-
ier, would be improved hunting weapons. The
first inventions were probably along this line.

Indeed, we can go further. We can say with
certainty, on the evidences of primitive hunting
weapons belonging to these distant periods, that
the first improvem* nt, or, if you refer to use the
word, inventions, :e in connection with hunt-
ing weapons. Eacl f these improvements being
something which enabled these primitive ances-
tors of ours to obtain more food, or a better liv-

ing, was something gained, was a victory won for
them in their'struggle for existence—was a step
taken bringing them nearer to a solution of the
problem of production.

Domestication of Animals.

Another great advance was made with the do-
mestication of animals. It is hard to say exactly,
wher or how the lesson was learned that it was
better or easier to keej) animals in captivity, and



breed them for consumption, instead of allowing
I hem to run wild and hunting them.

Agriculture.

A third momentous event was the discovery (if
ore maj use that term) of agriculture. How this
came about we can orly assume. All we know is
that, whereas, at one i)eriod we find the human
race knowing apparently nothing of agriculture,
we find them at another, and slightly later reriod,
))lanti;g and in a rude way cultivating berrv
bushes and patches of tuberous roots. With the
period in which the practice or knowledge of agri-
culture ha;d become more or less common we find
ourselves in a position which enables us to speak
with greater accuracy and detail. The human race
is now in a much better condition. It has. as we
might say, got fairly started.
For a considerable period in history we have the

major part of the human family devoting them-
selves principally to agricultural and pastoral
pursuits. We find, as time goes on, larger areas
of land coming under cultivation and tremendous
numerical increases of the flocks and herds.
Wealth at a certain period was reckoned in terms
of so many cattle, sheep or goats, or so much
corn. Theie are still a few interesting survivals
of this era in existence in the shape of the no-
madic tribes of Asia.

Commerce.

With the widening of human activity, the in-
creasing of human desires— due to the greater
productivity of the race we find commerce grow-
ing up. Earlier exchanges were probably con-
fined to what may be, for simplicity's sake, called
natural

'
products. Certain countries, that is to

say, would be more favorably situated for the



growth of certain grains or the pasturing of cer-
tsin animals. Others would be better suited for
other purjioses. Those facts would naturally lead
to an inte; change of these articles between such
|:eoi)lcs, liibes, races or individuals.

Manufacture and Industry.

:\Ianufacture ar:d industry may be roughly con-
4 sidered as embracing the processes by which cer-
tain natural products of the earth (the term "na-
tural products" is perhaps not scientifically cor-
rect heie yet we use it for lack of a better) whichm a crude or natural, shape and form are of no
use are converted or changed by human effort in-
to other and useful forms and shapes—forms and
shapes, that is, rendering them suitable for human
consumption or fitting them to supply some human
need. Probably this can be best illustrated by a
concrete example.
Take one of the "natural" resources of the earth

the mineral deposits. Iron ore in a crude state isno use to us. But by the application of labor
power, that is to say. by "working it up"—it is
transformec; into useful articles. With the dis-covery cr realization of the use, potentiali-
ties ot iron ore would come, naurally eriough
the desire to take advantage of these properties—
to materialize these use potentialities through a

Thic^li? ""'^T^T
^'' ^^^ application of labor-power.This would ot -necessity result in the coming intoexistence of a certain section of the tribes, races

^nH^ln*' f ^^° '^""^^ ^^^«t^ themselves to thisand m the inauguration of what might be called

hanni^'^^Thf
'"^'^^'-^ ^^'°^ which^ctSally didhappen. The same was true of other things suchas the processes which had for their object the

Sred'IrH;.;'*"'"''
^"°^"^^' "«°1 into f manutactured article—a garment of some kind.



With the further develoi)ment of human activity

thought and intelligence, and the opening up of

communication between different sections of the

world, we find corresjjon'ding increases in the de-

mand for manufactured articles, and, therefore,

as a natural result, an increasing pi.oportion of

the people engaged in manufacturing or industrial

pursuits.
The develo|)ment of industry is a study of in- »

tense and engrossing interest. Let us examine in-

dustry for a few minutes. It appears that we can
take two factors into consideration in the manu-
facture of articles. Of course we are aware that

the great; active factor in ail production is the
labor-power of the workers, but it is not our
province to discuss this here. Apart from labor-

power and raw material we find two important
things, machinery and motive power. The his-

tory of the development of industry is a history

of improvements to machinery and lessons learnt

tending toward and culminating in the discovery
and utilization of more powerful motive forces.

In the beginning of the industrial era we find

the machines or tools used in wealth, production
to have been very primitive and crude. They
were, in fact, hand tools, operated or used by
individual units of the human race.

Improvements in Machinery.

With the increasing demand for manufactured
goods, however, these crude instruments or tools

of production were unable to do the work and
were superseded by others, capable of turning out

or producing a greater number of articles. These
later machines of production, being more com-
plex, larger and heavier it naturally follows that
great difficulty was experienced in operating them
by hand. Various interesting experiments and



(levicos to obtain a higher motive power than that
reuresentefl by tne muscular staength of the
human unit were tried. We need only lefer, in

j)assing, to the use of animals, the utilization of
running streams, and various instances of appli-
ances on the same principle as our modern wind-
mills.

Steam, Electricity, etc.

Perhaps the most momentous event in the
history of production was the discovery of steam
and its utilization as a motive power. Hand
labor and individual production is now doomed,
and industrial machinery hereafter develops with
almost bewildering rapidity; a process still fur-

ther accelerated by the discovery and utilization
of electric power. The more recent developments
are, In outline at least, known to all of us, and it is

needless to examine them in detail.

With the twentieth century the problem of
production may be said to be a problem no longer.
It has been solved. It has been solved by the
machine. We have reviewed the history of 'our
race from its infancy. We have seen the battle
of life wen so far as production is concerned.
Man, if we may say it so, has conquered nature.
And yet, for us of the working class, there can be
no ceasing in the struggle. We can claim no
victory. A second fight yet remains to be fought,
a second phase of the struggle for existence—

a

struggle of master and man, of slave and slave-
owner, the modern class struggle.

IVIan Against IVIan.

Just as individual struggle or warfare implies
individuals fighting or struggling for supremacy,
so class struggles imply hostile and struggling
classes. To have a class struggle in the world
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v,e must have a society divided alcug class lines.

In oxaraining the early communal cigimizations
we find no class struggle,
knew no class divisions,

they knew something, lut
These primitive clans

g'imit:.e cf a cru(]e social

This war- because they
Of tiibal ( V clan war
this was all.

or tribes afford us a
organizaiicn in which

practically the whole of the tiibe or clan were
producers. With the possible exception of a kind
of priestly cult or craft we find each and every in-

dividual capable of doing so taking part in hunting,
fishing and other tribal pursuits. The division of

the product was conducted, roughly speaking, on
the principle of distributing or giving to the vari-

ous individuals composings the clan enough to

satisfy his or her needs.
Primitive Communism Unmarked by Slavery.
Primitive communism is, so far as we can

learn, unmarked by any form of class slavery or
servitude. This may be considered to be di!«> to the
fact that hunting and fishing—the principle ways
oi getting a living—were pursuits in which the
emiiloyment of slaves or captive workers wculd
have been, for obvious reasons, a matter cf great
difficulty, if not of absolute impossibility. The
communal clans sometimes took prisoners in their
tribal wars, and, doubtless, if they could have
seen any way to make anything out of these cap-
tives they would have done so. As it was, how-
ever, no such way being open they, it appears,
generally served them (the prisoners) as the piece
de resistance at a cannibal banquet.

First Class Struggle.

Class struggles commenced with the introdu-
duction of slavery. Slavery came as soon as it

could—with the discovery and practice cf agricul-
ture and the breeding and domestication of ani-
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mals. Then it was possible for captives to be

l)iclitably emiloyed—that is to say for them. If

made to work i<;. the capors. to produce more than

they consumed, or than it took to keep them alive.

The first slaves were undoubtedly captives taken

in war and employed in the cultivation of the oil

and m the tending of their conquerors' flocks and

herds. Indeed, it may be remarked that for quite

a considerable time we find no mention or record

of Individuals being the slaves

als belonging to the same clan,

these closely-knit organizations

at first, to enslave their clan

ploit him—unli'.e the mcdein
who, as we are well aware,

of o'her individu-

The members of

did not endeavor
brothers and ex-

captain of industry

is always ready to

employ and exploit his compatriots, granted, of

course, that they can be procured as cheaply as

those of some other nationality.

With the coming of slavery and the keeping of

slaves, however, the old tribal organizations

could not long stand. The keeping of slaves

necessitated the creation of slave guards. Before

this time the whole of the able-bodied members
of the tribe took part in warfare, on the neces-

sity arihing, as they did in hunting and fishing.

Such a thing as a standing army, or permanent

fighting force, was unknown—there was no neces-

sity for it. Permanent or standing armed forces,

then came into being with slavery. The func-

tion
'

of such forces was primarily to keep the

slaves in subjection and protect the interest of

the «iave-owning section. Slavery, as we have

bt ;aid, spelled the death knell of the old com-

muniues. The benefits to be gair-^d by a marster

through the utilization of slave bor were too

apparent to be long overlookeci Soon we find

individuals not only holding as slaves aliens

captured in war but, also, members of their own
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tribe or clan. Befrre this further stop could be
taken, however, something was necessary.

Private Property In the Land and Tools of
Production.

At an early period the land and the primitive
tools of production were to all intents and i)ur-
poses held in common. Private ownership was
unknown. We are informed that the word "my."
or its equivalent, was not usci in describing
ownership, but the word "our." Under such a
system with free access to the means of life,
great difTiculty was expenenced, by primitive cap-
tp.itis of industry, in enslaving the people. This
wiis overcome by the seizure of the land and tools
by a few powerful individuals, and the parcelling
of it out amongst them. Thus, at an early date,
we find the great mass of the people enslaved and
a class society in existence; composed on the one
hand of the dispossessed majority and on the
other of those who had seized the means of life
and established themselves thereby in a position
of owner or overlordship. This was done by the
aid of the newly established armed foices on the
one hand and the priestly craft on the other. The
rulers, we find, succeeded in attaching these two
sections to their side by according to them vari-
ous gifts and privileges—paid cut of the goods
produced by the slaves of course. In return for
these favors the armed forces upheld the over-
lordship at the point of the sword, while the priest
craft performed an equally important function,
playing upoi, the people's superstitions rrd in-
culcating into the minds of the newly enslaved
various servile principles—meekness, humility,
contentment, resignation, self-denial—which they
expounded with fervor but which, then as now,
they showed no particularly noticeable tendency
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to practise. All this, of course, was not accom-

plished in a day nor without violent upheavals,

leliellions and disturbances. Some Interesting

survivals are yet with us, particularly in Asiatic

Russia, of peoples who have hardly emerged from

commu.^ism.

Chattel Slavery.

The first form or slavery was that which we

call chattel slavery. Briefly stated we mean that

the workers were the absolute i)roperty of the

masters—chattels—to be bought, sold, exchanged,

etc. This, of course, meant that the master had

to feed, clothe and shelter the slave out of what

the slave produced. The amount of the wealth

produced by the slaves, less the amount de-

ducted to keep them alive and in good v,orking

condition, approximated to the profit of the

modern capitalist. The amount of food it took to

keep the slave may be said, loosely speaking, to

approximate to the modern worker's "wage." Of

course we are aware that the form of payment—
in the one case in food, etc.. and in the other in

their monetary equivalent —is different, yet we
maintain that in essence or substance the thing

is the same.

Serfdom.

Later on we find chattel slavery giving way to

feudal serfdom. This change was made, in our

oi)inion. partly because, ow' 'g to the widespread

dissatisfaction among a c tain portion of the

slave class, it became nect .sary to make appar-

ent concessions, but, primarily, because feudal

slaverv, or feudalism, was a better (more pro-

fitable) form of exploitation than chattel slavery.

Under the feudal system we see that the master

no longer has resting upon him the onus of bother-
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Ing with the feeding of the slave. At this time
the workers were bound to the land. A certain
section of arable land was the prorerty of feudal
lords. A part (in all cases the richest aiu! most
])roductive soil) he retained for his own u?e. and
it was cultivated by his serfs for a certain period,
generally three days out of six. The resultant
product went to the feudal lord. Other sections
of land were set aside for cultivation by the serfs.
Whatever they produced thereon was their cvn.
It m..y be said, in passing, however, that in
actual practice what they produced, supposedly
f( r themselves they did not always enjoy. The
feudal serfs were nlways the prey to various "side
g;afts." Particulur'y is this true with our old
friends of t'ie priestly craf They were allowed
by the feudal lord to exact a heavy toll on the
aleady scanty and meagre product of ihe serf.
Under feudalism we have society divided rough'y
into two classes—feudal lords and serfs. We
find in this period the strengthening cf the armed
forces going en apace.

Seme of us have, perhaps, in our »)oyhocd
days, read enthralling romances dealing with the
"good old timfs" of the bold baron and his re-
tainers. Probably such accounts are mere or less
exaggerated. Still, there is no doubt that the
feudal nobility lived exceedingly v.ell, and Lad
a good time—at the serfs' expense. The history
of feudalism is marked by many b'oody encounters
revolt and rebellions. Time and time again the
serfs, driven to desperation, throwing caution to
tue winds, struck back at the feudal lords. As a
general rule there was little intelligence behind
these insurrections, although it is interesting to
note that in some cases they seemed to have had
rn inkling of what they wanted—free access to
the means of life. In most cases the serfs, ill-
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armed, Ill-clad, undisciplined, isinorant, got the
worst of these encounters from the start. At
times they enjoyed a little success and many a

lordly castle went uj) in flames while its inmates
died in various unpleasant ways

A New System.

FeudKli?m, however, ran its course, and a new
system sprang up. A new class forced its way
to the front and made a bold bid for sui»rvmacy.
This was the trading or bourgeois class. The
history of this class is practically a history of

modern industiial development.
The fore-runner of the present ruling and

owning class were the small traders of free cities.

These acquired wealth by their opei .ticns, and
grasped at power. With the growth of industrial
life and manufacture they eventually became thr
dominant factor. With the decay of fCvidalism
the feudal serfs were forced from the land and into

the rising commercial centres of modern cl ilizd-

tion. The power of the nobility decayed. This
new system of s'avery which we have with us
to-day brought no great amelioration or better-

ing of the condition of the great mass of the
people— the "freed serfs." To them it w?.s but an
exchange of masters. The tools of r-rcduction
speedily became so costly, with the development
of capitalism, that their acquisition by th»^ work-
ers was practically impossible. The ownership
concentrated into fewer and fewer hands. Under
capitalism the tools of production may be said to

take the place of ;he land under feudalism—to

represent the things to which the workers must
have access to live. These tools of production be-

ing at present in the hands of a small class in

society the modern "free" workers are forced to

dei)end upon this class for access to them. The
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power thus placed in the hands of the owners
enable them to exploit the workers. The average
worker must toil for
quit work and starve.

wages and be exploited—or

Wag-^-Slavery.

Let us say, however, that this particular sys-
tem—wage-slavery—is a more dangerous, subtle
«nd misleading lorm than any other that has
preceded it. The peculiarity of this system is that
the modern worker is apparently not a slave.
This is due to the much-vaunted freedom of con-
tract of which we hear so much. Freedom of
contract means that the modern wage-worker is

not by la w^ bound to any particular unit or section
of tae present owning class. However, since the
whole of the means of life at the present time
(natural resources, machinery, etc.), are in the
hands of the capitalist class, it appears to us that
this much-vaunted freedom of contract must be
regarded merely as a joke—a somewhat grim and
unpleasant one for the work.r, indeed—an»I cannot
be taken seriously. The modern wage worker is in
substantially the same position as the slave work-
ers which have preceded him—divorced fiom the
means of life—with the exception of that, whereas,
the chattel slave was bound to a definite master
and the f^uJal serfs tied to a certain piece of land,
we have no fixed owner, *nit are given the doubtful
privilege of, at times, changing our masters. It

may be said, in objection to this position, that the
modern worker receives wages, and is therefore
"free." This, however, is beside the case. The
chattel slave received wages also (using the term
roughly) in the shape of his keep, and, upon an-
alysis, we find that the mcnoy wage of to-day is

merely the monetary expression of our "keep."
Indeed, the position of the modern worker is

HMHH
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worse than that of the chattel slave, In that tht*

wage of the modern worker represents, on the
average, a much less proportion of the wealth he
produces than the goods handed to the chattel
slave for consumption represented the wealth
produced by that .slave. The relative or compara-
tive reward of the wage worker is therefore less

thar that (f the chattel slave. Capitalism is

essfcuilally a system of slavery because of the
ownershii) of the tools of production by the capital-

ist class and the exploitation of the workers.
The Struggle Must Continue.

With the working class of to-day dispossessed,
enslaved and exploited we cannot -say that for us
the struggle for existence Is at an end. The prob-
lem of production is undoubtedly solved. The ex-

istence of a vast and comple\ industrial machinery
which can, and does, produce a sufficiency to
satisfy the needs of all does not help us much
unless we get the goods. The fact that the work-
ers produce these goods, do the work, tend the
machines. Is a negative kind of satisfaction if

they do not receive a reward equivalent to the
resultant product. The problem of distribution
yet remains to be solved. We freely admit that
so far as the ruling class of to-day is concerned
this problem may already be considered a^ "solv-
ed" in a very satisfactory manner. They, numeri-
cally a small part of the whole, get the great bulk
of the wealth produced—and. at that, geiieraliy,

without taking any part in the production of the
wealth. This solution, ..hile alright for the owners
however, cannot be regarded as at all satisfactory
to the workers. The problem of distribution Is not
to Us, a question of distribution of the goods any-
where or anyhow but of distribui'ng them so that
we get approximately value returned for what we
do.

i
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Any such distribution of the wealth produced

l8, of course, utterly ImposHlble to slaves. No
class or section of slave workers have ever re-

ceived what they produced—or ever will. They
got, on the whole, enough to keep them going and
no more. If the working class dosire to get what
they produce they must abolish slavery. '1 his they

can only do by abolishing the class ownership of

the means of production. Such a step means
political revolution, the overthrow of the present

ruung class, the collective ownership of the means
of life and their democratic management by the

workers. For these things the Socialist Party of

Canada stands and for that alone. Its programme
Is that of .the revolutionary working class. We
call upon the workers to educate themselves to

their true position and organize with us for the

overthrow of capitalism by the capture of the

powers of the State—upon which the capitalist

ownership depends—In o.der that we ^nay take

over the machinery of productlo.. and that econo-

mic servitude and exploitation may come to an
end.

GERALD DESMOND.
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